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MESSAGE
FROM AMCHAM
As we are wrapping up another busy and successful year at AmCham, we are happy
to confirm our position as one of the leading business associations in Kosovo. With
over 100 events and an active advocacy plan, AmCham has constantly raised
matters of importance to our members - Business Matters, as our slogan says.
We have summarized all our members’ input and recommendations in a set of
fifty policy recommendations under the ‘Fifty for Four’ document that we have
presented to the new Government in the first weeks after its formation. We are
happy to report that a few of our recommendations have already been addressed
and implemented in less than ten months.
We are grateful to all our members, as well as partners from the U.S. Government,
Kosovo’s Government and other local and international organizations for believing
in AmCham and the work that we do, whereas over 300 speakers at our events this
year is the best token of trust! It has been a pleasure to host, meet and share our
views with senior officials of the United States legislative and executive branches,
Kosovo Government and the European Union institutions - in and outside Kosovo.
We can proudly say that we have maintained our status as a champion of the
Global Entrepreneurship Week in Kosovo, with 23 events organized in six days,
and with around 70 speakers of different profiles and experiences, with the aim
of celebrating successful entrepreneurs in Kosovo, and encouraging prospective
young entrepreneurs to explore the benefits of entrepreneurship and create a better
future for themselves and the society in which they live.
AmCham’s hard work and dedication has set a standard of excellence over
the years, nevertheless we remain cautious that this requires an even stronger
dedication and commitment, and innovative approaches and creative solutions to
the challenges that our members and the wider business community, and ultimately
our organization on your behalf, face.
We vow to remain at the forefront of the constant efforts to create a conducive
investment climate in Kosovo, in which American and other foreign companies
feel welcome, whereas local companies and young entrepreneurs find the right
ingredients to grow.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY

AMCHAM HOLDS ITS SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo held its Annual Meeting of the General Assembly, which similarly, to most AmCham
events in 2020, was organized virtually as well, with the participation of 104 delegates.
The delegates of the General Assembly were presented with the 2020 report of activities and financials, including last year’s achievements,
commending the work of the Executive Director and the staff in what was the most difficult year. Pursuant to the bylaws of the Chamber,
the General Assembly approved the 2021 Annual Program and Supporting Budget.
In addition, the General Assembly elected seven untitled members of the Board of Governors: Afrore Rudi (Deloitte / U.S. company), Lorik
Fejzullau (Birra Peja / U.S. citizen), Albena Pllana (U.S. citizen), Gjeni Shporta (American Councils / U.S. company), Shkumbin Mucolli
(Burger King / U.S. company), Michael Gold (Crimson Capital / U.S. citizen), and Ardian Hoxha (American School of Kosova / Non-U.S.
company).
Finally, AmCham thanks the other eligible nominees who ran for the Board this year, Mergim Prishtina (Avex Health/Trepharm / Non-U.S.
company), Gazmend Selmani (PBC / Non-U.S. company), Lorent Gordi (Philip Morris / U.S. company), Nina Elezovic (Coca Cola HBC /
U.S. company), Dafine Arifi (Elba Technology / Non-U.S. company), and Genci Beribashi (NewCo Ferronikeli / Non-U.S. company).
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GENERAL EVENTS

PROPER COMPANY BRANDING LEADS TO THE
RECRUITMENT OF THE RIGHT TALENTS

COURT’S INEFFICIENCY DISCOURAGES FOREIGN
INVESTMENTS

The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo has begun
implementing the Training Tuesday activity, on the basis of which,
every two months, various training sessions, regarding subjects
relevant to the country’s business community will be organized.
During the first session, Dalina Gjicali, Managing Director of EPPC
Albania and Kosovo trained the attendees on recruitment and staff
management in the virtual world. Comparing the trends created,
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, Gjicali highlighted the
importance Human Resources Department has when it comes
to ensuring the progress of work processes within the company,
especially recruitment, where she considered that the inability to
properly assess the candidate, their body language and reactions
to traditional recruitment methods as a challenge.

Representatives of the Justice System in Kosovo, within the
framework of the virtual forum organized by the American Chamber
of Commerce in Kosovo, have estimated that the stagnation in
adopting the Law on the Commercial Court is a consequence of
political instability, and highlighted that in other circumstances, it
would strengthen the judiciary system.
During the virtual forum held with representatives of the Justice
System, it was stated that the implementation of this Court would
significantly improve the business doing environment, as well as,
all alternative methods, including arbitration and mediation would
be intertwined within it.

ACCESS TO FINANCE, KEY TURNING POINT FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the implementation of measures that restricted the movement and economic activities,
the private sector, and the business community have faced access to finance as one of the main barriers to their development.
Challenges which local and foreign businesses operating in Kosovo continue to face, the dependency in remittances the opportunities
and alleviation in access to finance deriving from the financial sector, as well as their perspective on the current state and economic
development, were some of the key topics discussed during the virtual forum organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in
Kosovo.
The Chief Executive Officer of KEP Trust, Shpend Nura stated that during the pre-pandemic period, the micro-financial sector has shown
a positive trend of growth, as well as significant improvement and progress in customer service. While relating to decisions made by
the financial sector, he said that offering the possibility of loan restructuring in the second quarter of 2020 as an alleviative measure for
businesses has been a powerful driver of economic recovery.
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo
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emphasized that considering the many investments USAID has
made in different projects related to the justice system in general,
or commercial justice in specific, it is highly important to hear
about this organization’s expectations for the future of justice in
Kosovo.
Vjosa Shkodra, Deputy Chief of Party at USAID Commercial Justice
Activity, noted that one of the main objectives of this program is
to increase capacities for developing commercial disputes within
the Court of Appeal.

KOSOVO’S ECONOMIC RECOVERY IS STRICTLY
IMPEDED BY POLITICAL INSTABILITY
The period of dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic and the many
side effects it has caused has been one of the most eventful
periods during the recent years, as seen from an economic lens.
During the next virtual forum organized by the American Chamber
of Commerce in Kosovo, the media perspective of the country’s
economic challenges was discussed with the journalist Albert
Spahiu.

Artan Hadri, Court Performance Specialist at USAID Justice in
Kosovo Program, noted that the performance of courts, especially
recently, has been notably lower due to the pandemic. Hadri
highlighted that USAID has been supporting the justice system in
Kosovo for a long time, be it directly, or indirectly through human
capacities. He further noted that USAID has also been very active
in supporting and promoting alternative methods for dispute
resolution.

The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce in
Kosovo, Arian Zeka, at the same time, being the moderator of this
forum, stated that AmCham had long planned to organize a forum
during which beyond the public and private sector’s point of view,
the media sector as a neutral and objective party would discuss
the actual economic challenges.
Albert Spahiu, business journalist at Telegrafi, stated that he
regards 2020 as the most active year in economic journalism,
considering that Kosovo, ever since the beginning of the year has
faced a variety of economic and political issues, including various
other events in addition to the pandemic.

IMPLEMENTATION OF CSR POLICY HIGHLIGHTS THE
POSITIVE IMPACT OF BUSINESSES IN SOCIETY
Businesses’ contribution to society is of particular importance in
improving the quality of life and well-being of the communities
in which they operate. Whereas, creating specific policies for
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) within companies is a way
of showing that private enterprises are aware and responsible for
the impact of their decisions on the environment that surrounds
them. These were said, among other things, in the last virtual forum
organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo,
during which the topic of creating CSR policy was addressed.

JUDICIARY CHALLENGES HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT
ON EFFICIENT SOLVING OF COMMERCIAL DISPUTES
The various difficulties in the functioning of courts undoubtedly
play a role in their performance, thus also creating challenges for
parties in resolving respective disputes, with special emphasis
on commercial ones. The United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) has not spared efforts to support the
development of the justice system in Kosovo, therefore, the
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo in cooperation with
the USAID Commercial Justice Program have organized a virtual
forum where representatives of projects from this organization
discussed courts’ performance and arbitration.
During this forum, Tea Blakaj Hoxha, Secretary General of
AmCham Arbitration Center, and moderator of the discussion,
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo
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FOR THE BENEFIT OF BUSINESSES
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically
impacted economic activity, by limiting the operation of many
industries, and thus affecting large declines in their turnover. The
role of the Kosovo Credit Guarantee Fund (KCGF) in facilitating
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access to finance, the procedures that businesses must follow to use the guaranteeing from this fund, its financing limits, and the role
of commercial banks in determining the beneficiaries, were discussed during the last roundtable organized by the American Chamber of
Commerce in Kosovo, with a panel of representatives from this institution, as well as the banking sector in the country.
Besnik Berisha, Executive Director of the Kosovo Credit Guarantee Fund, spoke about the role of this institution in helping access to
finance for small and medium enterprises, with special emphasis on its activity during the period of economic recovery.
EFFECTIVE EMPLOYEE EVALUATION SYSTEMS ARE
CRUCIAL IN ENHANCING EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE
In continuation of the activity “Training Tuesday”, organized every
two months by the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo
to address various topics relevant to the business community
through training by professional lecturers, the second edition
of this activity was organized today, focusing on the topic of
performance evaluation and salary determination on an individual
basis. The challenges of understanding change from the executive
and employee level, change management cycle, performance
evaluation system, as well as defining the criteria for setting the
initial salary were discussed during this training.
The training was delivered by Shkumbin Ibraimi, Managing
Partner and Co-founder of the recruitment and leadership
advancement company, Mercurius Consulting. Ibraimi described
the communication and cooperation between the executive level
and the employees as very important, especially in the aspect
of implementing changes, while also explaining the change
management cycle.

MEDIATION CAN SERVE FOR RESOLVING LABOR-RELATED DISPUTES
Labor disputes in Kosovo are usually resolved through the court, while judges of civil cases are overloaded with various cases, which
are not necessarily profiled exclusively in labor disputes, thus causing delays for their resolving. The American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo organized a virtual forum to discuss the topic of labor-related dispute resolution, with representatives from the private sector,
Kosovo Judicial Council, and the Supreme Court.
During this forum, the Director of the Legal Department inside Kosovo Judicial Council, Astrit Hoti, spoke about the legislation that
regulates labor issues, while saying that disputes of this nature are usually complex and vary from case to case.
Whereas, Arbër Krasniqi, General Counsel at KEDS, said that among the main challenges for this company remains the duration of
disputes in court, despite the fact that the law provides that this nature of disputes be treated with legal priority.
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LEGISLATION REGARDING CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
SHOULD BE SUPPLEMENTED IN CONSULTATION
WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR
The various challenges of the construction sector, namely those
deriving from the legislation that regulates the sector, were
discussed in the next virtual forum organized by the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo. During this event, a panel
of experts from this sector, among other things, considered
that construction legislation, in general, has room to be further
supplemented, in consultation with relevant stakeholders
operating in the field of construction.
ing to him have not been tackled appropriately by either the current
or the upcoming political class.
During this forum, the case on object legalization, and the issue of
working toward a more sustainable development which includes
economic and social development, as well as environmental
protection, were also discussed.

PHARMACEUTICAL SECTOR REQUIRES THE ALLEVIATION OF BUREAUCRATIC PROCEDURES FOR REGISTRATION
OF MEDICAL PRODUCTS
The pharmaceutical sector in Kosovo, as one of the key sectors contributing to the general well-being of the public, faces various
challenges. Among the most worrying of these challenges are the smuggling of pharmaceutical goods, bureaucratic procedures for
registration of products, as well as high prices. This was concluded during the latest virtual forum organized by the American Chamber of
Commerce in Kosovo, during which the regulation of the pharmaceutical sector was discussed with a panel of experts from this sector.
It was said that given Kosovo’s small market, there are not many manufacturers interested in registering their products in the country.
According to him, high taxes and bureaucratic procedures are discouraging even for those who are interested, so more efforts should
be put on alleviating such procedures. Furthemore, Abdullahu also spoke about drug registration procedures, and mentioned the need
to better regulate the issue of shortage of products in the market.
Members stressed that as domestic producers, this company does not enjoy the most favorable conditions, and faces even more
challenging procedures compared to importing companies. According to Hoxha, a major problem has to do with the aspect of
banderoles, which for local producers must be issued through a commission, while importers can receive them within a day through
online application. He said that in terms of market regulation, the countries of the region should be taken as an example regarding
registration and control of products.
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HEALTH INSTITUTIONS TO
COOPERATE IN DIGITIZING HEALTHCARE
Disease prevention and effective treatment through digital
technology are essential for a healthy society, especially in this
time of the pandemic. Having this in consideration, the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo has organized a virtual forum
on digital healthcare to further discuss the importance and safe
environment the latter offers.
Jeta Statovci, Member of Parliament of the Republic of Kosovo,
stressed that the health system must be adapted to patients’
needs. She further said that there was enough possibility for
the inclusion of digital healthcare in the health system, yet it has
not been done even though it was very necessary, especially in
an emergency situation, such as that of the pandemic. Statovci
further recommended that the state of Kosovo can implement a
health information system, as in other countries, which has proved
effective in this regard.
The Executive Director of the American Hospital, Igli Larashi, considered a necessary cooperation between the public and private health
sector. According to him, these patient data that would be digitized should be included in the law on personal data protection. Moreover,
Larashi recommended that in order for Kosovo to have a genuine digital system, Kosovo should benefit from the experience of foreign
doctors.
In addition, regarding the digital health system, Armend Vokshi. Managing Director of the American Clinic, stressed that Kosovo should
not copy the system of other countries, but should adapt it to the needs of the country. Vokshi also suggested that the government should
raise awareness about digital healthcare and deal with the implementation of this system. He further appealed to increase the monitoring
process regarding the implementation of existing laws.

ENFORCEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
ENCOURAGES INVESTMENT
In order to mark the World Intellectual Property Day and to discuss
the importance of effective protection of intellectual property in the
empowerment of small and medium enterprises, the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo organized a forum on the topic;
“Intellectual Property and SMEs: Placing Ideas in the Market”,
with stakeholders from the US Embassy, the
 private sector and
relevant state institutions.
Among other things, Kujtesa Nezaj Shehu, Head of Office at SDP
Kosovo, and at the same time moderator of this forum, mentioned
the need to raise awareness for the protection of intellectual rights
because despite the laws, their implementation still remains a
problem.
Valerie Tucker, Economic and Commercial Officer at the US
Embassy in Kosovo, emphasized the importance of intellectual
property rights for businesses as well as the state. Tucker stressed
that these rights lead to innovation, protect the consumer and
attract investment in the country. She also stressed that in case
of investments by a foreign investor, the protection of intellectual
property rights is important, as no investor would want to get stuck
in an endless legal battle.

American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo

Also, Nezir Gashi, General Director of the Agency for Industrial
Property, stressed that despite the fact that the number of
applications to the Agency for Industrial Property has increased
over the years, it still remains at an unsatisfactory level. He
also stressed that small and medium enterprises should be
knowledgeable about intellectual property as businesses that
protect intellectual property are more resilient to challenges.
The Head of the Sector for Intellectual Property Rights in Kosovo
Customs, Sadije Topojani, stressed that the implementation
of intellectual property rights contributes to creating optimal
conditions for attracting foreign investment. At the same time,
she mentioned the awareness messages for the citizens from the
Kosovo Customs and the exposure of the counterfeit products
to inform the citizens about the danger caused to them by these
products.
On the other hand, Agron Selimaj, Lawyer, said that businesses
are not aware of the protection of their brand, and listed the
possible steps that a business can take in case of infringement of
intellectual property rights.
Finally, Luljeta Plakolli Kasumi, Expert on Intellectual Property
Rights, stressed the need of businesses for an intellectual property
portfolio, which would serve for the prevention of intellectual
property infringement and asset commercialization.
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MEDIATION PROCEDURE THE RIGHT CHOICE TO A
RIGHT SOLUTION
Mediation, a procedure that helps parties reach a compromise
and deal with issues in cases or areas of weakness, and the
benefits of settling. To discuss the awareness of mediation, the
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, jointly with USAID
Commercial Justice Activity, have organized the next virtual forum,
with mediators.
Yll Zekaj, the mediator, stressed that there is a difference between mediation, arbitration and court proceedings, by noting that mediation
is a procedure regulated by law, which is part of the resolution of contexts alternatively, doing so, outside the court process.
Furthermore, mediator Mentor Hajdaraj, stressed the reasons why businesses should be in favor of mediation, as an option in resolving
their contexts. He said one of the main reasons is to clarify the difference between court proceedings (formal) and the mediation process
(informal).

DIALOGUE WITH CUSTOMS CRUCIAL FOR FACILITATING BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Customs is an important stakeholder for the private sector and business operations. With the purpose of facilitating the dialogue between
private sector companies and Customs, the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo has organized a roundtable discussion with the
new Director-General of Kosovo Customs.
Agron Llugaliu, General Director of Kosovo Customs, declared that the aim of Customs is to create conditions for equal treatment for all
businesses and facilitate customs procedures through technological advancements, respectively, process automation, which provides
easier communication and access for businesses in the processes developed by Customs.
The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, Arian Zeka, said that Customs is one of the most influential
institutions in the work of many companies in the country, therefore strengthening the dialogue with this institution is a constant interest
of the private sector and their representatives.
Avni Krasniqi, Chairman of the Trade and Customs Committee at the American Chamber, said that, as a result of the close cooperation
and ongoing dialogue with Kosovo Customs, it has become possible to continuously facilitate customs clearance procedures and other
related Customs procedures, emphasizing that this institution is an example for the entire region of the Western Balkans.
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of the roundtable discussion with the Director General of Tax
Administration.
The General Director of the Tax Administration of Kosovo, Ilir
Murtezaj spoke about the role that TAK has played during the
pandemic in support of the operation of businesses, emphasizing
the call of this institution to apply for tax debt forgiveness. Murtezaj
also spoke about the need to strengthen cooperation with private
enterprises to fight the informal economy. He then thanked the
American Chamber of Commerce for the constructive partnership.
CONSIDERATION IS REQUIRED FOR TAX LIABILITIES
DUE TO FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES
The impact of COVID-19 on private sector companies, as well
as the implications for their tax obligations, but also the general
relationship with the Tax Administration of Kosovo, were the focus

The current representatives of businesses raised issues related to
the functioning of the Tax Administration systems, but also to the
blocking of their bank accounts during the tax period, calling for
consideration by state institutions due to the difficulties they face
for months now.

THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PRESENTS
THE FINDINGS OF THE 2021 MANUFACTURING
COMPETITIVENESS INDEX

Teuta Kurshumlija from Stone Castle spoke about the concerns
of the private sector, thus emphasizing the lack of manpower.
Kurshumlija cited the aspect of late payments as a negative
indicator in the development of private sector businesses and
called for the intensification of awareness campaigns on the
consumption of local products.

The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo published today
the findings of the 2021 Manufacturing Competitiveness Index,
which reflects the state of the manufacturing sector according
to various indicators. According to this year’s Index, indicators
related to the ease of international trade are rated highest with an
average of 5.61 points, while indicators related to the rule of law
are rated the lowest with an average of 4.19 points.
The Minister of Industry, Entrepreneurship and Trade, Rozeta
Hajdari, said that the Government plans to support the
manufacturing industry, through the advancement of policies that
enable increased competitiveness and exports. Minister Hajdari
said that the focus of the Ministry she leads will be the improvement
of the quality infrastructure framework, which among other factors,
would guarantee greater protection for local consumers. The
Minister also discussed the support for businesses with potential
for export and creation of new jobs, through the creation of
specific policies catered for industry, export and trade, which will
be preceded by an analysis for industrial sectors. On the other
hand, Skender Rama, USAID Compete Program Leader spoke
about the components of the project he leads and the industrial
sectors that will be supported and prioritized by this program.

American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo

The Manufacturing Competitiveness Index for 2021 is the second
annual survey of the American Chamber of Commerce after the first
publication in 2019, measuring the perception of manufacturing
enterprises in all major regions of Kosovo along with the various
indicators of business operation. Based on the findings of the
2021 Index, the need for increased efforts to improve labor-related
indicators such as the ability to find agile, skilled, and productive
labor, as well as the link between education and the labor market,
is emphasized, but also indicators related to access to finance,
rule of law and quality infrastructure are necessary.
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DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY PALMER VISITS THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN KOSOVO
U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary, Matthew Palmer, and U.S. Ambassador to Kosovo, Philip Kosnett, visited the American Chamber of
Commerce in Kosovo to meet and discuss with the leadership and member companies of the organization.
Deputy Assistant Secretary Palmer expressed his understanding of the role AmChams across the region, and in this particular case
AmCham Kosovo plays, providing a solid foundation for the relationship between the two countries, the United States and Kosovo. He
thanked AmCham for promoting the economic partnership between the two countries, and in helping create opportunity for American
business to invest in Kosovo and for Kosovo businesses to invest in the United States, adding that the network of AmChams across the
region is a hugely positive, productive, and influential framework to deal with the current challenges the region faces.
Mr. Palmer wanted to hear from AmCham members on the local business climate and regional business climate, which are things
high on U.S. agenda to promote regional economic integration, with an idea to lower barriers to trade, to lower barriers to economic
integration and movement of people and capital, evaluating them as a framework for Kosovo to integrate into the European system,
ideally as a member of the European Union, which is also a goal and objective of the United States for Kosovo’s future. He also said that
a comprehensive agreement on the normalization of the relationship between Kosovo and Serbia is key to attracting more U.S. and other
foreign investments and creating the much-needed jobs for Kosovo and other people of the region. Representatives of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo spoke about the importance of a stronger dialogue between the Government of Kosovo and the
private sector, but also on the advancement of regional economic cooperation, development of energy capacities and workforce training.
PROPER SPATIAL PLANNING IS KEY TO SUSTAINABLE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
To discuss the significance of spatial planning in economic
development and growth, the American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo has organized a discussion with the Minister of
Environment, Spatial Planning and Infrastructure, Liburn Aliu.
Arian Zeka, the Executive Director of the American Chamber of
Commerce, said that spatial planning is closely related to economic
development, emphasizing the purpose of this discussion with the
Minister of Environment, Spatial Planning and Infrastructure, Liburn
Aliu.
The Minister of Environment, Spatial Planning and Infrastructure,
Liburn Aliu, emphasized that he is happy about the opportunity
to discuss with private enterprises and establish cooperation with
private sector representatives, with the main goal of achieving
sustainable economic development that respects spatial planning
as well as the requirements for environmental protection.
Minister Aliu put special emphasis on the issue of legalization,
stressing the need for a continuous campaign to raise the citizen’s
awareness, but also that of the businesses, whilst underlining the
contribution that chambers of commerce can make in this aspect.
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SENATOR ERNST MEETS A DELEGATION OF THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN KOSOVO
In her recent visit to Kosovo, United States Senator Joni Ernst, from the State of Iowa, met with business representatives of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo.
Senator Ernst said that she was happy to be back in Kosovo and to discuss with Kosovo officials how the United States can be
supportive, but also how Iowa can expand its role in Kosovo through the long-standing Kosovo-Iowa partnership. Ernst said she hoped
the partnership could move beyond the already strong military cooperation and expand further in education, business development, and
agriculture.
“There are concrete ways of furthering economic development and supporting business in Kosovo. It is important to target the areas with
the greatest opportunities for expanded Iowa-Kosovo cooperation, such as agriculture,” Senator Ernst said.
Speaking on workforce development, she highlighted the importance of apprenticeship programs for young people, as an alternative to
university degrees, noting the success of such programs in Iowa. Ernst emphasized how these programs prepare young people for the
labor market by better matching skills development to the needs of employers.
Regarding the investment climate in Kosovo, Senator Ernst said that many people would be willing to invest and engage in Kosovo, but
investors need the reassurance of a strong legal system backed by demonstrated respect for the rule of law.

MINISTER MURATI COMMITTED FOR COORDINATION WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR ON FISCAL ISSUES
The continuation of support measures under the new economic recovery package for enterprises affected by the COVID19 pandemic,
the possible review of tax policies and the fight against the informal economy were the main issues discussed today at the American
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Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo forum with the Minister of Finance, Labor and Transfers Hekuran Murati.
Minister Hekuran Murati said that any review of tax policies will be done in close coordination with the private sector, while a possible
decision will follow a thorough analysis of all sectors of the economy.
In this regard, Minister Murati said that the Ministry is making efforts to have a clear picture of the economy in Kosovo, in order to launch
a formalization campaign for all sectors. In this way, the Ministry will try to review the requests and needs of businesses and in the long
run to intervene where necessary. The Minister stressed that tax policies in Kosovo are well consolidated but nevertheless there are some
areas that require adjustment which may also affect the increase of budget revenue collection.
The Ministry will provide a favorable environment for doing business and investing in the country, because as Minister Murati stressed,
the Government should be at the service of the private sector and society in general. He also clarified about the plans of the Ministry for
the implementation of support measures within the new package of economic revival announced by the Government, especially for the
production sector.
The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo asked Minister Murati to avoid the possibility of imposing new
taxes or raising existing tax rates, while there is a real possibility of collecting more budget revenues by combating the informal economy.
Representatives of AmCham member companies expressed their concerns about the high presence of informal activities, as well as the
need to increase integrity and accountability within the country’s tax institutions.
The President of the Kosovo Chamber of Commerce Berat Rukiqi
stressed that members of business organizations constantly
seek to address the issue of informality. He also added that the
informal economy harms a healthy economy, so there should be
cooperation between institutions, businesses and citizens to fight
the informal economy.
The General Director of the Tax Administration of Kosovo, Ilir
Murtezaj said that this is a critical topic for every country and not
only for Kosovo. He added that the informal economy is a type of
cancer for a healthy economy that is negatively affecting many
industries as well as competition in the country. Over the last three
years TAK has had support from international organizations to
help with measuring the regular economy.
FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF FISCALIZATION HELPS
FIGHT THE INFORMAL ECONOMY
Completing the fiscalization process and monitoring its
implementation is an important process in combating the informal
economy and creating a level playing field for all companies. This
was said during a joint forum organized by the American Chamber
of Commerce in Kosovo and the Kosovo Chamber of Commerce
with the Director General of the Tax Administration of Kosovo and
business representatives.
The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce in
Kosovo, Arian Zeka said that it is worrying that a large number of
businesses continue to be tax-free despite the process beginning
a long time ago.
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Ruzhdi Zenelaj from Deloitte said that it is important to work on
building the human and professional capacity of TAK to oversee
the process of fiscalization and implementation of tax legislation
in general.
Driton Krasniqi from the company Emona Group said that
informality causes a lot of damage to businesses and that the
reason for informality can be found in many areas of the economy.
Valon Jahaj from the Association of Authorized Operators for Fiscal
Equipment said that according to data from the Ministry of Finance
it is estimated that over 10,000 companies are unfiscalized.
Forum participants raised their concerns about the lack
of information regarding the informal economy and the
implementation of fiscalization.
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EU SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE LAJCAK MEETS KOSOVO’S PRIVATE SECTOR REPRESENTATIVES
Pristina, September 16, 2021 – The business community is very important for political and public stability, businesses in Kosovo share
the desire to move forward and away from the status quo. Regional economic cooperation can greatly improve the current economic
situation in the country. This was said during the meeting with the European Union Delegate for the Kosovo-Serbia dialogue, Miroslav
Lajcak with Kosovo’s private sector representatives.
EU Special Representative for the Kosovo-Serbia Dialogue and other Western Balkan regional issues, Miroslav Lajcak stated that the
Kosovo-Serbia dialogue has led to many benefits in terms of the economy and trade in Kosovo. According to Lajcak the dialogue has
allowed Kosovo to exercise greater control over its borders, whilst also effectively collecting tariffs. In the first month of 2021 alone, there
has been a 25% increase in revenues from trade in Kosovo, said Lajcak.
The business community present, including the Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, Arian Zeka, and
Armend Malazogu from Cacttus, expressed their support for the dialogue moving forward to enable economic cooperation in the region.
Free regional cooperation, as expressed by the participants, is one of the main ways to attract foreign direct investment. Kosovo faces
many challenges ahead, one of them being barriers to trade. Moreover, the importance of free movement of people, services and goods
was emphasized in the meeting.
Concern over Kosovo remaining isolated and not cooperating with the region was also stated in the meeting. Whilst the dialogue has
generated many benefits, there were reservations conveyed by the participants that the dialogue can sometimes become a disguise for
not addressing the real issues that Kosovo faces such as the less than willing Serbian representatives and the unfair treatment of Kosovo
by the European Union.
Lajcak expressed his readiness to address all the concerns voiced during the meeting. He explained that a pragmatic approach to
adequately address the concerns is through the dialogue thus stressing the significance of the support from the business community
for the dialogue.
E-COMMERCE
GROWTH

IN

KOSOVO

WITH

CONTINUOUS

Whilst the e-commerce industry faces a lot of challenges
pertaining to customer service, sales, and the legal climate, it is an
ever-growing industry in Kosovo with a lot of potential to become
the new normal of sales. This was said during the roundtable
discussion on E-commerce trends in Kosovo from the outbreak
of COVID19 and on and the readiness of businesses for the 4th
Quarter sales organized by the American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo.
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KOSOVO WITH NUMEROUS ADVANTAGES FOR US COMPANIES AIMING TO
OUTSOURCE BUSINESS PROCESSES
The young population, as the most important asset of Kosovo, the knowledge in the field of information technology and mastery of several
foreign languages, are among the most important factors that make Kosovo a suitable place to outsource business processes in Kosovo
by American, and other international companies. The increase in the number of companies that specialize in such services and the export
of these services to the United States of America and Europe, have influenced Kosovo to record a positive balance of payments when it
comes to services, however, state support is needed for the promotion of this industry, as well as its further development. This was said
during a roundtable discussion organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo on “Why outsource in Kosovo?”
The participants in this forum offered their recommendations regarding the need for greater promotion by state institutions for enterprises
of this industry, but also for the need of institutional support for this sector, knowing the contribution that this sector gives to the employment
of youth, but also the general economic development of Kosovo.

THE INCREASE IN THE USE OF MEDIATION FOR RESOLVING COMMERCIAL DISPUTES
In order to facilitate the development of doing business, to increase efficiency in resolving disputes in the courts, the American Chamber
of Commerce in Kosovo, jointly with the USAID Commercial Justice Activity, within the mediation week has held a roundtable discussion
on Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanism: Mediation with stakeholders from the Institutions of the Republic of Kosovo.
The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo Arian Zeka said that in September 2021, exactly 10 years have
passed since institutionalized arbitration and mediation were introduced in Kosovo, with great help, even at that time from the previous
programs, funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID).
Nita Shala, Deputy Minister of Justice said that the Ministry is committed to improving access to justice for businesses and citizens. She
said the willingness to empower the liberal professions and the services provided by the liberal professions, including mediation, is one
of the key issues the latter is working on.
“The Ministry of Justice is completing the current legal framework for regulating mediation. With the help of the USAID Commercial
Justice Activity, we have finalized two very important draft administrative instructions, which regulate the issue of mediator fees and the
issue of cases of self-initiation and referral by administrative bodies,” said Shala.
Chief of Party, USAID Commercial Justice Activity Chris Thompson said Mediation Week is an important opportunity for Kosovo businesses
to understand its importance as a dispute resolution mechanism. He said mediation takes much less of the time to resolve disputes,
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while the independent mediator enables an agreement to be reached by listening to both parties.
The President of Prishtina Basic Court Albina Shabani Rama said that the dynamics of economic and social developments have increased
the level of disputes, while the parties usually prefer to resolve these disputes through formal court proceedings, although this is not the
most efficient procedure in most of the cases.
Through the video link, Pete Swanson from the Federal Mediation and Reconciliation Service (FMRS) in the United States of America
spoke about strengthening the professional mediation capacity in the Republic of Kosovo as one of the main components of the project.
He added that the project will work intensively with fifteen mediators over the coming years, training them to operate in accordance with
US federal agency standards, and also aims to train these mediators to train other mediators in Kosovo.
Ylli Zekaj, the licensed mediator, said that the short duration of the mediation procedure is one of the most favorable aspects for
businesses to resolve their disputes, as is the aspect of financial costs, which are relatively low.
STATE INSTITUTIONS TO SUPPORT THE
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY HIT BY THE PANDEMIC
Kosovo has invested a lot in technology and product quality, while
an advantage in the post-pandemic period has been the decline
in imports, which has increased sales of domestic products, on
the other hand, the manufacturing sector has been lacking in
state support. This was said during the discussion at the forum on
Post-pandemic Manufacturing Trends in Kosovo organized by the
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo.
The panelists concluded by agreeing that it is important to conduct
a study of the problems of producers in Kosovo and to create a
plan for solving their problems in particular, as well as accelerating
economic development in general. They stressed that the
Government should create more favorable conditions and ease the
burden through financial support for companies that have suffered
heavy losses.

COMPREHENSIVE COMMITMENT IS NEEDED TO ADDRESS THE LABOR FORCE GAP
Regional migration trends, the COVID19 pandemic, and the impact of remittances appear to be some of the factors influencing labor
force shortages in Kosovo, whereas recommendations on how to overcome this issue were the focus of a forum organized by the
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo with representatives of various industries.
Meridian Corporation Board Chairman Hakif Gashi said that while in recent years the unskilled workforce has been a concern, companies
are facing new labor constraints, such as a lack of interest in working in the private sector, as well as a low level of commitment.
The commitment of employees as an issue was also emphasized by Jeta Zagragja, from the company UCX, that operates in the ICT
industry. She said that the limited pool of professionals in the area of information technology, as well as the ever increasing number of
companies in this industry, has affected the frequent turnover of staff, which results in higher wages.
Drin Haraçia from the Kosovo Employment Agency spoke about the activities of the organization he leads in liaising between jobseekers
and employers. He shared the concerns of the representatives of the private sector regarding the lack of manpower, emphasizing that
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the same complaints have been received from employers who have sought services from the Agency.
Visar Idrizi, from Vi-Print company, said that the difficulties in securing the workforce have prompted him to find new solutions. He shared
his experience in hiring workers from Asian countries where there is a larger supply of labor, for which he is so far extremely satisfied.
AMCHAM
ENERGY

DISCUSSES

POTENTIALS

OF

RENEWABLE

Kosovo faces several challenges regarding the development of
renewable energy. The challenges of developing renewable energy
projects are of a strategic nature, because Kosovo is still not clear on
how it wants to develop the renewable energy sector. This has been
stated during the panel discussion on Accelerating renewable energy
investments: Challenges and Opportunities organized by the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo.
Guri Shkodra, from the company SOWI, also the moderator of the event,
expressed his concern over the challenges of developing renewable
energy projects in the country, adding that as individuals in Kosovo,
we spend about 200Kw of energy in the country, while the average
consumption in the world is around 8000Kw.
Lekë Batalli from USAID’s Sustainable Energy Program in Kosovo
said that the main objective of this project is to ensure investment in
electricity by focusing on a good legislative and regulatory framework
that will attract a large number of investments.
Lulzim Syla from the company Elen GmbH emphasized that the electricity
sector has encountered problems due to the political instability in the
country that has limited the development of this sector.

KOSOVO OFFERS MANY POTENTIALS FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS, BUT THEY NEED TO BE BETTER PROMOTED
Kosovo offers many potentials for attracting foreign investment, but better promotion is needed as well as addressing some issues such
as bureaucracy, perception of corruption and contract enforcement, for greater results in increasing foreign investment inflows in the
country. This was said during a forum on Case for Investing in Kosovo, organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, in
which representatives of the Government, the U.S. Embassy and representatives of private companies spoke.
The Minister of Industry, Entrepreneurship and Trade, Rozeta Hajdari said that Kosovo stands very well in many aspects which are
important for attracting foreign investment such as labor capital and tax rates.
She also said that the culture of doing business in Kosovo is close to that of Western countries, assessing this as an important element
in Kosovo’s offer to foreign investors.
She emphasized that many European businesses have expressed their interest in establishing their production activities in Kosovo, thus
offering the possibility of training the workforce in the area of production and processing. She said that the focus of the Ministry she leads
is the functionalization of economic zones, transforming them into functioning ecosystems, by introducing modern management models.
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Dillon Green, Economic and Commercial Officer at U.S. Embassy in Pristina, said that Kosovo has a strategic geographical location, as
well as preferential trade access to the European Union, a good labor market, but also a society which is welcoming and open for the
United States in general, and American businesses in particular.
He said that whenever American businesses visit Kosovo, they are positively surprised by what Kosovo has to offer, so it is important to
ensure as many such visits as possible.
Afrore Rudi, a partner at Deloitte, said that Kosovo has an affordable tax system, but should think about introducing further tax facilities,
such as tax breaks provided by law, but for which the secondary legal basis has never been regulated. She emphasized that these pose
one of the important aspects for which foreign investors are interested in.
Joining the event through the video link from the United States of America, the Managing Director of Crimson Capital, Michael Gold,
spoke about the most important human resource that Kosovo has, which are creative and energetic people. He also spoke about the
strong financial sector, which has an important role in sustainable economic development, but also about the Kosovo Credit Guarantee
Fund, which is one of the best mechanisms with such a function in the region.
The financial expert, Ramis Ahmetaj, said that Kosovo has a young population, a suitable tax system, as well as a suitable geographical
position, therefore coordinated efforts are needed to attract investments. He talked about three important factors that influence the
decision of investors: market size, efficiency of operation and natural resources.
MINISTER PECI PRESENTS STATE PLANS FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURE
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo organized the
forum “State Policies for Agricultural Development” in which panel
participated the Minister of Agriculture, Faton Peci, together with
Sead Shehu from M & Sillosi and Agran Halimi from Pestova,
moderated by Fatmir Selimi, the consultant.
Minister Peci spoke to the participants regarding the agricultural
policies of the Government of Kosovo, saying that during this
mandate, the Ministry will be committed to creating favorable
conditions for the development of agricultural activities through state
mechanisms, advancement of current legislation, and appropriate
development policies, to further advance the agricultural sector, as a
future priority for the economic development of the country.
“The support of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural
Development through programs and policies for local farmers
and producers will continue, contributing to the increased
production and quality for all domestic products. Also, during this
year I have undertaken concrete actions to address the Auditor’s
recommendations regarding the drafting of criteria and budget
planning for the Direct Payments Program “, said Minister Peci.

THE TRANSFORMATION DRIVEN BY THE COVID19 PANDEMIC HAS CHANGED THE DEMAND FOR FUNDING
The outbreak of the COVID19 pandemic has created new economic circumstances affecting the transformation of businesses and the
increase of digitalization. This has undoubtedly affected the requests for financing, as well as the lending trends from financial institutions,
such as local commercial banks or international institutions. This was said at a roundtable organized by the American Chamber of
Commerce in Kosovo.
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At the opening of the forum, Majlinda Aliu, journalist, at the same time the moderator of the panel, said that the pandemic has affected
a huge reshuffle within companies in general, causing many companies to redesign their operations, change the approach and focus
more on digitalization.
All panelists agreed that the institutions have a key role in creating a strategic approach to the country’s economic development by
focusing on sectors and resources that offer greater potential.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY, ONE OF THE SOLUTIONS FOR
REDUCING UNEMPLOYMENT IN KOSOVO
To discuss the impact and benefits of the model of circular
economy, the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo has
organized a forum with stakeholders from the U.S. Embassy,
UNDP, institutions of the Republic of Kosovo, and the private
sector.
Valerie Tucker, Economic and Commercial Officer at the U.S.
Embassy, emphasized that the level of negotiations for climate
change in Kosovo has elevated and that the Embassy has worked
tirelessly to support Kosovo in moving forward, to build a strong
circular economy, which is an essential issue.
The expert on environmental issues from the cabinet of the

Minister of Environment stated that the COP26 Summit drew the
attention of the whole World, and albeit Kosovo did not attend, as
individuals, every country was involved.
Maria Suokko, UNDP Resident Representative for Kosovo said
that now she sees a big change since the issue of climate change
is being discussed increasingly more. Nina Elezovic, Corporate
Affairs and Sustainability Director at Coca-Cola HBC, as well as
the moderator of the forum, said that the circular economy should
be looked at as a dialog between all parties.
Maria Suokko, UNDP Resident Representative for Kosovo said
that now she sees a big change since the issue of climate change
is being discussed increasingly more. Nina Elezovic, Corporate
Affairs and Sustainability Director at Coca-Cola HBC, as well as
the moderator of the forum, said that the circular economy should
be looked at as a dialog between all parties.
PRIVATE SECTOR CONCERNED WITH IMPROPER
RESPONSE TO ENERGY CRISIS
The energy crisis which has affected all European countries and
beyond is already being felt in Kosovo, while the increase in the
cost of electricity will weigh on all consumers, but primarily those
businesses. This will also hinder economic growth and endanger
thousands of jobs, while the lack of a concrete action plan by the
Ministry of Economy and other responsible institutions is worrying.
This was said during a forum organized by the American Chamber
of Commerce in Kosovo with representatives of the private sector,
representatives of state institutions, electricity supply companies
and economic experts.
GREATER AWARENESS IS REQUIRED FROM THE
PRIVATE SECTOR AND SOCIETY REGARDING
CYBERSECURITY
The upcoming forum organized by the American Chamber of
Commerce in Kosovo had in focus Cybersecurity and its practice
on protecting critical systems.
Astrit Leti from Tive Inc. stated that Cybersecurity is about security
and correctness and in the business world it is important that the
transport is fast and accurate, having in mind the consequences
of the pandemic nowadays. According to him, in recent
years, awareness has been raised; meanwhile, he suggested
more investment in data security and information technology
infrastructure in general.
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Robert Shala (Sentry) emphasized that there is a future for the market in Kosovo both in terms of business and information security, and
that cybersecurity education in the early stages is essential.
Xhavit Gashi from Cacttus noted that cybersecurity is about data storage, security information and that these need to be confidential
data.
Ermal Sadiku (LinkPlus) and also moderator of the forum said that cybersecurity has not to do solely with the digital world, but also with
the behaviors of individuals and their access to technology.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OFFERS GREATER TRUST
FOR INVESTORS
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo organized the
next event with the topic ‘Workshop on Corporate Governance
in SMEs and Family Businesses’, lectured by Visar Dobroshi,
Managing Partner, Recura Financials.
Visar Dobroshi, Managing Partner, Recura Financials stated that
this topic is important for businesses, helping them to increase
and develop their businesses, afterwards increasing the number
of employees, emphasizing the fact that corporate governance is
essential for the well-being of the businesses.
According to him, the aspect of corporate governance and the
way businesses are run, especially family businesses, are being
discussed more and more. “It is becoming more and more evident
that from the disorganized way of running a business come
difficult moments for the business and its sustainability, and that
is the moment when businesses ask for help on how to overcome
those difficulties,” Dobroshi added.

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH DISCUSSES WITH THE
HEALTHCARE COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE HEALTH SECTOR
The newly appointed Minister of Health, Dr. Rifat Latifi, visited
the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo to discuss with
members of the Healthcare Committee of this organization,
regarding the challenges and opportunities of the health sector.
In a meeting with companies from the hospital and pharmaceutical
sector, Minister Latifi pledged to partner with private sector
stakeholders to receive their advice and recommendations for the
development of the health sector in the country.
Expressing awareness of the difficulties that characterize this
sector, he also expressed optimism that the difficulties can
overcome gradually. He said that he started by analyzing the
functioning of all links of the healthcare system, with a focus on
identifying shortcomings, which prevent the proper functioning of
the system.
On the other hand, representatives of hospital and pharmaceutical
companies presented to the Minister the issues they face by
offering some general recommendations on how to overcome
these issues, including the advancement of legislation, as well as
digitalization in step with global technological developments.
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perceive and experience corruption, and how they respond to this
phenomenon.
He called upon the assembly of Kosovo to implement the reforms
of commercial court law. The Implementation of the Commercial
Court Law will be a major accomplishment of Kosovo and of the
government and help businesses to attract the kind of investors
that Kosovo needs.
Arian Zeka, the Executive Director of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Kosovo said that despite many discussions about
fighting corruption, there is still a lack of concrete results.

COUNTRIES THAT FIGHT MONEY LAUNDERING
ON THE ECONOMY ARE CONSIDERED TO BE THE
LARGEST ECONOMIES IN THE WORLD
At the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, the forum
on ‘Prevention of Money Laundering on the Economy and their
impact, a forum which aroused great interest from businesses,
was held.
Labinot Preniqi, former Head of the PPP / FT Division at the CBK
and former Deputy Director of the FIU-K mentioned the risks of
money laundering and the ‘preservation’ of the involvement of
businesses in these phenomena.
Behar Xhema, Acting Director of the FIU-K and Deputy Director
of the FIU-K mentioned as a very significant point the reduction of
the usage of cash as one of the main factors that would positively
affect the money laundering process in the economy, which
according to him has had already a progress in this regard.

PROPERLY DRAFTING CONTRACTS AVOIDS SENDING
CASES TO COURT

Fitim Konjusha, Director of the Department for PPP / FT and
Compliance in the Union and moderator of this event said that the
process of money laundering in the economy is destructive to the
economy and competition between businesses.

Drafting contracts, the role of lawyers, the building blocks on which
a contract is built, arbitration and dispute resolution were some of
the topics addressed at the American Chamber of Commerce in
Kosovo today.

On the World Anti-Corruption Day, for the fourth time in a row,
the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo in partnership
with USAID, presented the findings of the study on corruption
perception from the perspective of the private sector.

Visar Ramaj, RPHS Law Partner, claimed that drafting contracts is
more of an art than a science. He mentioned the significance and
the consequences of non-implementation of drafting contracts.

Results from the conducted study showed that more than 87% of
respondents believe that the level of corruption in Kosovo remains
alarming, whereas, none of the respondents claimed that there is
no corruption in Kosovo.
Moreover, in comparison to last year, there is a greater trust of
the ‘New Government’ regarding their commitment in fighting
corruption, as 58% of respondents believe that the government is
committed to fighting corruption.
Data showed that rule of law is the main factor to ‘contribute’ to
the presence of corruption. Another worrying aspect is that even
though businesses declare that corruption is present as mentioned
above, only 15% of them have reported it, and the main reasons
according to the results are the fear of revenge and the distrust of
judiciary institutions.

Mentor Hajdaraj, Partner RPHS Law, said that if the team and the
legal office do not function then in most cases the parties seek
solutions in court. He mentioned the aspect of the negotiation
between the businesses to reach the contract and until then a
lot of work needs to be done in clarifying the details. Moreover,
he mentioned the importance of understanding the nature of
business and analytical skills as two important points in drafting
contracts.
Festa Stavileci, RPHS Law emphasized efficiency, expertise and
low cost as some of the advantages of arbitration over courts in
resolving disputes.
A well-drafted contract is essential in resolving cases without
sending the case to court, and it is the above-mentioned blocks
that reduce the possibility of errors in drafting contracts, said
Hajdaraj.

Christopher Thompson gave congratulations to American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo for carrying out the corruption
perception study for the fourth consecutive year, adding that this
study is an important and valuable tool to see how businesses
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LEVEL OF CORRUPTION REMAINS ALARMING, CORRUPTION PERCEPTION STUDY REVEALS
On the World Anti-Corruption Day, for the fourth time in a row, the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo in partnership with USAID,
presented the findings of the study on corruption perception from the perspective of the private sector.
Results from the conducted study showed that more than 87% of respondents believe that the level of corruption in Kosovo remains
alarming, whereas, none of the respondents claimed that there is no corruption in Kosovo.
Data showed that rule of law is the main factor to ‘contribute’ to the presence of corruption. Another worrying aspect is that even though
businesses declare that corruption is present as mentioned above, only 15% of them have reported it, and the main reasons according
to the results are the fear of revenge and the distrust of judiciary institutions.
Christopher Thompson gave congratulations to the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo for carrying out the corruption perception
study for the fourth consecutive year, adding that this study is an important and valuable tool to see how businesses perceive and
experience corruption, and how they respond to this phenomenon.
Arian Zeka, the Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo said that despite many discussions about fighting
corruption, there is still a lack of concrete results.
``We experience the consequences of corruption every day as they are reflected in the way of doing business, in the quality of public
services, in the field of education, health, use of public finances in the country and many other areas, he added.
According to him, there is a more positive spirit, however, the trust of businesses, institutions should respond with concrete actions.
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NO HOST TALK WITH VALON CANHASI AND ARIANIT FAZLIU
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo held the second session of No-Host Talk to further discuss the real Digital Economy
Potentials.
Valon Canhasi from Hallakate said that the development of technologies in the world has had a great impact in the development of
companies in Kosovo. According to him, today many companies in Kosovo offer digital services. This development was also influenced
by the pandemic where every process had to be completed online and in the upcoming years is expected that development of the digital
economy will happen to a greater extent.
Arianit Fazliu from Kutia stated that today the ecosystem of doing business especially in the field of technology is in the phase of
exploration due to many factors such as; identifying the needs of customers outside Kosovo and the impact of the pandemic on the
digital economy.
Online shopping has increased during the pandemic and the increase in demand has been greater and according to him, greater
awareness in technical support and other important issues is required from these companies.
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GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP WEEK

GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP KICK OFF, AMCHAM
WILL BE ORGANIZING 23 ACTIVITIES
THROUGHOUT THE WEEK
The official opening ceremony of the Global Entrepreneurship
Week was held in Kosovo starting from November 8 that was held
at the National Library of Kosovo.
The ceremony began with a video message from the President
of the Republic of Kosovo, Dr. Vjosa Osmani, whereas to discuss
about the significance and empowerment of entrepreneurship in
the country, in this ceremony keynote speeches were delivered also
by the Acting U.S Ambassador to Kosovo, Nicholas J. Giacobbe,
The Executive Director of the American Chamber in Kosovo, Arian
Zeka, Acting Ambassador of Sweden, Nasrin Pourghazian, Chief
of EBRD Office in Kosovo, Neil Taylor, and Uranik Begu, Executive
Director of ICK.
Global Entrepreneurship Week is considered to be one of the
biggest entrepreneurial festive events in the world, where new
ideas and fruitful discussions about entrepreneurship and young
entrepreneurs are exchanged.
Arian Zeka, The Executive Director of the American Chamber
of Commerce in Kosovo emphasized that AmCham is a
‘champion’ in the organizations of the activities during the Global
Entrepreneurship Week. Furthermore, he mentioned that 23
activities are expected to be organized, hence, including various
topics related to business and entrepreneurship.
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AN ENTREPRENEURIAL WOMAN IN KOSOVO, A CHALLENGE AND A SUCCESS IN ITSELF
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo started the Global Entrepreneurship Week with the theme of great importance, which
is “Celebrating Women Entrepreneurs”.
The forum panelists shared great knowledge about their experiences and challenges as entrepreneurs in Kosovo. Participants in this
panel were; Albin Kurti, (Prime Minister of Kosovo), Edi Gusia (Chief Executive Officer of the Agency for Gender Equality), Valbona Dushi
(Ministry of Trade and Industry), Arbërore Riza (Founder of HUUMë), Arta Istrefi Jahja (Founder of Women Entrepreneurs of Kosovo), and
Melita Ymeraga (Founder of Melita & Partners), and forum moderator as well.
In his introductory speech, Arian Zeka, Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce emphasized that this year twenty
activities will be organized within the Global Entrepreneurship Week. Further on, Zeka added that this week also promotes the spirit of
entrepreneurship, therefore the American Chamber of Commerce conducts activities that aim to encourage young people in order to see
entrepreneurship as a potential for their career development.
Furthermore, he added that the American Chamber of Commerce believes in young entrepreneurs and that without gender empowerment,
there can be no full utilization of the entrepreneurship potentials.
The Prime Minister of Kosovo, Albin Kurti said that in the revival package special focus and attention will be paid to the economic
empowerment of women. This is what the Prime Minister said at the forum “Women in Entrepreneurship” organized by the American
Chamber of Commerce of Kosovo.
Further on, he said that the number of women in the enterprise is smaller compared to men, adding that although in a significantly smaller
number women face many challenges.
“As long as women and girls make up half of the population of our country, we cannot claim inclusive growth without their inclusion in the
labor market, even without their participation in decision-making,” said Prime Minister Kurti. Therefore, the Prime Minister stressed the
importance of the economic revival package for the empowerment of women and the support of their employment.
The Prime Minister added that measure 1.3 provides that every woman who has not been employed in the last three months and who
has been employed, will receive subsidies of 50% of salary for the first three months, up to the value of 150 euros per month. Whereas,
after the three-month period, employed women will be subsidized their pension contribution until June 2022, added the Prime Minister.
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PROMOTING ENTREPRENEURSHIP AT AN EARLY
AGE ENHANCES THE POTENTIAL OF YOUNG
ENTREPRENEURS
The next event in the framework of the Global Entrepreneurship
Week organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in
Kosovo has discussed the inclusion of education and vocational
schools, so that this translates into the preparation of new staff
and serves as an aid for young entrepreneurs.
Andina Vllahiu Kelmendi, Policy and Communications Manager
at the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo said that the
Global Entrepreneurship Week is an extraordinary opportunity
to discuss elements of the entrepreneurial ecosystem, where
education is an important element, therefore the American
Chamber of Commerce believes that through education, young
entrepreneurs are provided with knowledge for securing resources,
but also increasing innovative and creative skills.
Minister of Education, Science, Technology and Innovation Arbërie
Nagavci said that this topic is very important given that the Global
Entrepreneurship Week aims to inspire women and men in the
field of entrepreneurship. Further, she stated that during this week
the success stories and challenges of young entrepreneurs are
exchanged, thus inviting all relevant actors to jointly support these
entrepreneurs. Minister Nagavci emphasized that education in
entrepreneurship brings many benefits, and therefore, the skills
learned by students through the curriculum are important to bring
benefits to their careers and to be encouraged to define their
careers.
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GASTRONOMERS ENCOURAGE THE SUPPORT OF
LOCAL PRODUCTS
The next discussion organized by the American Chamber
of Commerce focused on enterprises in the food sector, the
difficulties, and successes in this field.
Founder of Green & Protein, and also the moderator of the event,
Ardian Hoxha mentioned the importance of gastronomy and the
food sector in generating new jobs, thus bringing revenue to the
state itself.
Baton Domi, founder of Soma Book Station said every detail is
important in the field of gastronomy. He added that “Soma Slow
Food” is based on traditional refined cuisine and that great
importance is given to local growers, thus emphasizing the care
they have with the products they serve.
Shpend Thaqi, co-founder of Sach stressed the importance of
customer trust adding that other things flow on their own. He spoke
about the importance of market research and the importance of
market adaptation in Kosovo.
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The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo Arian Zeka stressed that this forum focuses on the
elements of the entrepreneurial ecosystem, which are inevitable,
both at the local and central levels.

KOSOVO CONTINUES TO FACE CHALLENGES IN
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT DESPITE RECENT
IMPROVEMENTS

Bedri Hamza, the new mayor of Mitrovica, stressed that the issue
of employment remains a priority and that businesses should be
simplified administrative procedures, in order to have as few taxes
as possible. The mayor of Suhareka, Bali Muharremaj said that
there is a significant number of businesses in Suhareka and that
he sees great potential and interest from the diaspora to invest in
this municipality. He further said that the industrial zone would give
priority to new businesses and that schools, such as the technical
school in Suhareka have helped the increase of jobs.

To discuss sustainable development and entrepreneurship in
Kosovo, the American Chamber of Commerce organized its
next forum, with stakeholders from the U.S. Embassy, nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector.
Economic and Commercial Officer at the U.S. Embassy Valerie
Tucker said that sustainable development is a sector that has
potential for investment. Renewable energy and recycling are
two areas that should be considered as the most important, she
said. “Kosovo faces many challenges regarding the air quality and
water resources, and these are critical to the environment in which
we live,” Tucker added.
Guri Shkodra, project manager at SOWI Kosova said that we live
in a time where great damage is being caused to our planet
Enisa Serhati, portfolio manager at UNDP, said that sustainable
development is still in critical stages. Further, she said they
have developed training to support strategies for sustainable
development and better environment.
Valon Hoti, director of the company Zinkunie said that there is room
for improvements in terms of environment in Kosovo compared to
the European market.
Donikë Beqiri, research assistant at INDEP, mentioned the
importance of including subjects that support the environment
and the green agenda in schools.

KELMENDI CLAIMS THAT THE ECONOMIC
INDEPENDENCE IN KOSOVO OCCURRED BEFORE
POLITICAL INDEPENDENCE
Ramiz Kelmendi, founder and owner of Elkos Group shared his
journey and that of his company, by citing the challenges and
successes he has experienced thus far.
Kelmendi said that his journey started with various practical
experiences and began by opening several grocery stores
in his hometown, and later in other cities around the country.
The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo Arian Zeka stressed that through these activities
organized by the American Chamber of Commerce, we aim to
inform and encourage young people to start their journey as
young entrepreneurs.

Karsten Klapp, founder of ‘GoBeyond’ said that Kosovo has
great potential for entrepreneurship and added that production
depends on farmers.

STRENGTHENING THE ECONOMIC DIPLOMACY
SHOULD REMAIN A FOREIGN POLICY PRIORITY

KOSOVO BUSINESSES – A CRUCIAL FACTOR IN
GENERATING NEW JOBS
During the forum organized by the American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo, in the framework of Global Entrepreneurship Week, the
role of the local government in promoting entrepreneurship was
discussed with the mayors of Kosovo.

American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo

To discuss the impact of commercial diplomacy on business
and exports, former Kosovo ambassadors were invited to a
forum organized by the American Chamber of Commerce and
Innovation Centre of Kosovo, with the support of USAID Kosovo
Compete Activity, who gave special focus to the challenges faced
by diplomats and businesses in Kosovo.
Bernard Nikaj, former Ambassador of Kosovo to Belgium
expressed the importance of this forum, by thanking the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo for this organization and said
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that he hopes that after this forum, changes will occur because such initiatives are lacking.
Former Ambassador of Kosovo to Panama Zana Rudi said that businesses are aware of what they want to achieve and that exporters
from Kosovo have success stories, but she suggested that there is a bridge between businesses and institutions.
Leon Malazogu, former Ambassador of Kosovo to Japan, at the same time moderator of the forum, stressed that commercial diplomacy
should be at the service of businesses.

INCORPORATING SDG PRINCIPLES FOR A BETTER
ENVIRONMENT
Incorporating SDG principles has been the topic tackled during
the forum organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in
Kosovo.

NO-HOST TALK AT AMCHAM
During the No-Host discussion between Dardan Sejdiu and
Ramis Ahmetaj, various important topics on the entrepreneurial
ecosystem were tackled.

Maria Suokko from UNDP affirmed that the goal of sustainable
development is the foundation of everything they do. In addition,
she said that these principles reflect the well-being of people and
the planet in general. Suokko said green communities should
work together to incorporate these principles in Kosovo, arguing
that many countries are moving back towards the green agenda
because of the pandemic.

Dardan Sejdiu, Consultant, talking about the culture of
entrepreneurship, mentioned the lessons that come after failures,
and our mentality as a community to make better use of this
aspect.
Finance expert Ramis Ahmetaj said that the ecosystem itself
contains elements such as culture, which plays a major role in the
community, such as rejection and fear of failure. According to him,
policies should encourage young entrepreneurs towards success.

YOUTH VOICE MATTERS IN POLICY AND
DECISION-MAKIN

THE WORK PROCESS IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN
THE RESULT AND SUCCESS ITSELF

To discuss the role of young people in decision-making, the
next guest on a forum organized by the American Chamber of
Commerce in Kosovo was Ognjen Marković from the Regional
Cooperation Council (RCC).

Andina Vllahiu, Policy and Communications Manager at the
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo and moderator of the
forum stressed the importance of creativity and entrepreneurial
skills as very important key factors in the entrepreneurial
ecosystem.

Andina Vllahiu Kelmendi, Policy and Communication Manager
at the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo said that in
the framework of Global Entrepreneurship Week, the American
Chamber has organized activities that have important elements
of the entrepreneurial ecosystem and that this includes human
capital including youth participation.
Ognjen Marković, Team Leader for the Western Balkans, RCC,
said the purpose of the Regional Cooperation Council is to
promote youth participation by relying on youth councils to bring
best practices from all areas. According to him, increasing the
participation of young people is not an easy thing to do, but they
are in a region where the younger generations have great potential
and talent. Moreover, Markovic said that young people are leaving
and that countries in the region should see young people as a
solution and a key investment in society.
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo

Doresa Rexha, actress and manager of GjirafaVideo said that
it is important for individuals to use and test themselves, not
necessarily in a certain field but wherever they can add value to
society. Further, she said that entrepreneurship has taught her that
action comes with learning.
Rexha stressed that “regarding youth and the departure of young
people to European countries, together we can create something
beautiful and make a difference.”
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BEHGJET PACOLLI SHARED HIS CHALLENGING
JOURNEY AT THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE IN KOSOVO
Behgjet Pacolli, businessman and politician was the next guest to
speak at AmCham, in the framework of Global Entrepreneurship
Week.
Behgjet Pacolli said that his starting point was in a small village,
and that it is difficult to take a place in society and change the
environment and adapt. He recommended entrepreneurs to
come together and form an association to discuss business, but
sometimes lack of events and the right approach are missing in
this regard.

KOSOVARS HAVE THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT
IN COMPARISON TO ENTREPRENEURS IN OTHER
COUNTRIES
Entrepreneur and vice president of the Women’s Chamber
of Commerce, Linda Shala talked about the challenges she
had faced in the past and the difficult conditions, as well as
the dismissal at a young age. She said that Kosovars have a
developed entrepreneurial spirit compared to other countries who
are still raising awareness to promote this. Shala said that young
people should be more involved in their education, as well as in
additional training, emphasizing that “entrepreneurship is a choice
and when a person decides to make this choice requires greater
commitment.”

“The culture of being an entrepreneur has not yet found support in
Kosovo and the legal infrastructure should be as easy as possible
for businesses, because the culture it is now, hinders the Kosovar
entrepreneur,” he added.

ALTERNATIVE WAYS ARE RECOMMENDED IN
FINANCING NEW BUSINESSES

DEFINING THE LONG-TERM GOAL IS VITAL IN THE
SUCCESS OF YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, in cooperation
with AAB College, organized the next forum with Ylber Kuraja, one
of the best managers in Kosovo, moderated by Arianit Fazliu from
the company Kutia.
Arian Zeka, executive director at the American Chamber of
Commerce, in his introductory speech aims to encourage young
people to listen to success stories, where in the future they will
be able to apply this advice and avoid mistakes which have been
made by prior people when achieving success.

As a concluding part of the Global Entrepreneurship Week
among the twenty-three activities organized by the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, promoting the idea – financing
entrepreneurs, has been the topic discussed during this last
forum.
The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo Arian Zeka stressed the importance of finance in
supporting entrepreneurs to achieve success. He affirmed that the
business idea is what matters, but the financial component also
plays a similar role.

Ylber Kuraja mentioned the beginnings of his career and how he
had to work in a store, as a young man with no capital. According
to him, today there are easier ways to achieve success, and it
takes smart strategies, but also hard work, when it comes to
greater achievements because according to him, the results do
not come easy.
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ARBITRATION

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMERCIAL COURT; A GREAT HELP FOR THE OPERATION OF SMALL BUSINESSES
The impact and benefits of establishing a Commercial Court for the private sector in Kosovo, as well as improving the investment climate,
were some of the key points discussed during the business forum organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo and
USAID Commercial Justice Activity, with stakeholders from Kosovo Institutions, USAID and the private sector.
Doarsa Kica Xhelili, Member of Parliament and chairwoman of the working group at the Parliamentary Legislative Committee stressed the
importance of establishing a Commercial Court and mentioned the facilitation of businesses after its formation.
Legal Adviser to the Prime Minister of Kosovo Tea Blakaj Hoxha mentioned the importance of this court. According to her, the Commercial
Court will set an example for other courts for its management and functioning. In addition, she added that the new facility, with the
establishment of this court, will increase the number of new judges and professional associates, “the Commercial Court increases
transparency and accountability,” she said.
Chris Thompson, USAID Commercial Justice Activity Chief of Party, mentioned the importance of the Commercial Court in increasing jobs
and creating adequate space for foreign and domestic investment in Kosovo.
Ardi Shita, Lawyer from Shita & Ibrahimaga, at the same time the moderator of the business forum, said that there is no better solution
to improve doing business in Kosovo rather than the establishment of the Commercial Court, and this applies not only to the state of
Kosovo, but also to other countries of the region.
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GENDER EQUALITY INCREASES TRUST IN THE SYSTEM
OF JUSTICE INSTITUTIONS IN KOSOVO
To discuss the importance and role of women’s injustice, the
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, jointly with the
USAID Commercial Justice Activity has organized the Women in
Commercial Justice event.
Gresa Caka-Nimani, President of the Constitutional Court of the
Republic of Kosovo said that women have continuously excelled
in the field of commercial justice. According to her, women have
stayed at the forefront of important reforms in this area.
USAID Kosovo Mission Director Zeinah Salahi said that in Kosovo
1/3 are women judges, asserting that women’s participation in
legal professions offers high value to society.
The Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo Arian Zeka said that in Kosovo the number of women
judges is 33%, adding that increasing women’s participation
affects increased confidence in the work of courts.
The member of the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo
Doarsa Kica Xhelili said almost all women have faced gender
discrimination. She said the move from a lawyer to MPs has been
unforeseen and that she has assessed that she has the potential
to contribute as an MP.
Nita Shala, Deputy Minister of Justice, said successful women in
the country have been successful for her examples.
Arjeta Sadiku, a member of the Kosovo Judicial Council, said
her experience in the United States of America has served her to
continue her journey in Kosovo.
The head of the Basic Court in Prishtina, Albina Shabani Rama,
said she enjoys the fact that women have taken leadership
positions in different institutions, saying that the role of women
is heard everywhere and that the very presence of women in the
judicial system means it is diversified.
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THE KOSOVO ARBITRATION CENTER MARKS A
DECADE; THERE IS A RISE IN THE NUMBER OF CASES
IN THE ARBITRATION CENTER
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo and USAID
Commercial Justice Activity organized the “10 Years of Arbitration
in Kosovo” event. For ten years, Kosovo businesses have had
access to alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, provided
by two institutions in Kosovo, including the American Chamber of
Commerce in Kosovo.
In his introductory speech, the Executive Director of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, Arian Zeka emphasized the
significance of this moment, mentioning the arbitration center as
an alternative form for resolving disputes efficiently.
Christine Danton, Director of the Office for Democracy and
Governance of USAID said that Kosovo has made continuous
progress, despite the fact that it is still a new democracy.
Christopher Thompson, USAID Commercial Justice Program
Leader, outlined the advantages of the arbitration center,
highlighting procedures that are simpler and faster compared to
courts where dispute resolution cases take years to be solved.
Meanwhile, Sokol Elmazaj, Partner, Boga & Associates, Chairman
of the Arbitration Center of the American Chamber, Steering
Council, sharing the journey of the arbitration center mentioned
the training of arbitrators in the first years of operation of the
arbitration center.
Ardi Shita, Lawyer, First Secretary General of the American
Chamber of Arbitration Center mentioned the difficulties of
the beginning of commercial justice which until then has been
unknown to the Albanian community “Arbitration rules are one of
the best in Europe, where dispute resolution procedures do not
take long because they are fast and efficient,” he added.
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AMCHAM AND USAID COMMERCIAL JUSTICE
ACTIVITY ORGANIZE ARBITRATION WEEK
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo and USAID
Commercial Justice Activity have begun Arbitration Week, with
the goal of promoting arbitration as a fast and effective alternative
method for resolving commercial disputes.
This week’s opening event addressed the topic of third-party
funding for businesses interested in choosing arbitration, with a
panel of lawyers and arbitrators from Kosovo, the U.S., the UK,
and Turkey. This event was moderated by the Secretary-General
of the Arbitration Center of the American Chamber of Commerce
in Kosovo, Tea Blakaj-Hoxha.

REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN IN ARBITRATION IS NECESSARY FOR INCREASED PROFESSIONALISM AND
QUALITY
As part of the Arbitration Week organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo and the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) Commercial Justice Activity, during the second day of this week, through a virtual forum, the reasons behind low
representation of women in arbitration, including the challenges they face in this process, as well as opportunities to increase their
representation as arbitrators were discussed.
The issue of under-representation of women in arbitration exists not only in Kosovo, but globally.
During this forum, the Secretary General of AmCham Arbitration Center, Tea Blakaj-Hoxha, noted that this institution is in the process of
updating the list of arbitrators, as well as amending the rules of operation of the Steering Council so that actions that promote as much
participation of women in arbitration as possible are taken.
of arbitration in general as an alternative method for resolving
disputes in developing countries, which are commonly dealing
with a weak rule of law, were especially discussed.
This discussion was moderated by the Secretary General of
AmCham Arbitration Center, Tea Blakaj-Hoxha, who among other
things mentioned that the courts in Kosovo are very functional in
recognizing arbitral awards, and the judges of the Department of
Economic Affairs are very familiar with arbitration.

ARBITRATION ENABLES COMMERCIAL DISPUTE
RESOLUTION IN A PROFESSIONAL MANNER
SUPPORTED BY EXPERTS
During the third day of Arbitration Week, an activity organized by
the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo in cooperation
with the United States Agency for International Development
(USAID) Commercial Justice Activity, the topic of arbitration in
developing countries was discussed. A very fruitful discussion
on this process took place with panelists from the local and
international arbitration community, during which the benefits
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo
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ARBITRATION COSTS ARE MUCH MORE EFFICIENT COMPARED TO COURT PROCEEDINGS
During the fourth and concluding day of Arbitration Week, an activity organized by the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo and
USAID Commercial Justice Activity, low-cost arbitration and its funding opportunities were discussed. A very informative discussion
on this topic was held with local lawyers, where, among other things, the role of the latter in advising businesses on the inclusion of
arbitration clause in contractual relations was discussed, and the fact that arbitration costs are much more efficient compared to court
proceedings, which are usually too lengthy due to court overload was emphasized.
This event was moderated by the Secretary-General of AmCham Arbitration Center, Tea Blakaj Hoxha. Whereas, AmCham Executive
Director, Arian Zeka, in opening remarks for this event said that due to the unsatisfactory efficiency of the courts in handling commercial
cases, AmCham has continuously encouraged businesses to use alternative dispute resolution methods, including arbitration.
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STATEMENTS AND POSITIONS

THE ASSEMBLY TO TAKE AN URGENT DECISION TO POSTPONE ENERGY MARKET LIBERALIZATION
Following the constitution of the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, Kosovo Chamber
of Commerce, and the Council of European Investors call on the Presidency of the Assembly and members of the new legislature to
urgently address the issue of the transition of commercial customers to the voltage level of 35 kV and 10 kV in the free market of energy
supply, respectively, the legal obligation to provide a suitable operator for electricity supply with non-regulated tariffs beginning April 1,
2021.
While in ideal circumstances, the liberalization of the energy market would bring benefits to consumers in the market, in the case of
Kosovo, this is impossible for many years, because, despite the licensing of some operators, only one of them has the capacity to
function in practice as a supplier of last resort.
In such circumstances, combined with the fact that the Energy Regulatory Office does not have a functioning Board, the American
Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, the Kosovo Chamber of Commerce and the Council of European Investors request from the members
of the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo that before March 31, 2021, they use the legal possibilities for the postponement of the abovementioned transition, until the creation of real opportunities which would enable the functional liberalization of the energy market.
In the conditions of a limited supply, and when there is a real possibility that the only operator with market supply capacity can abuse the
dominant position, commercial consumers, mainly the manufacturing enterprises in the country, will have limited bargaining power, and
consequently offers of significantly higher tariffs for energy supply. For many industries in Kosovo, electricity costs account for a large
percentage of operating costs, which would further reduce their comparative advantages over manufacturers in other countries in the
region, thus increasing competitive pressure on them.
Possible delay in decision-making by lawmakers would threaten the operations of the aforementioned enterprises and prompt them to
seek further investment opportunities in countries in the region, where energy tariffs for commercial consumers are more favorable than
in Kosovo, as long as these customers also subsidize the tariffs of residential or household customers. This would be contrary to the
overall commitments to strengthen the domestic manufacturing sector and maintain sustainable jobs.
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo, the Kosovo Chamber of Commerce, and the European Investors Council reiterate
their concern that from the preliminary offers received by companies to move to the free market, a tariff increase of 30-40% is clearly
noticed, while expressed in monetary terms, it means that a company that currently pays an annual bill of 1 million euros, after moving to
the liberalized energy market will have to pay an additional 300,000-400,000 euros. And, as stated quite at the beginning, this would be
contrary to the benefits that would result from switching to a free market.
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NEW GOVERNMENT TO START DRAFTING A NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Economic development based on a strategic approach is essential for enabling measurable and sustainable economic growth. Therefore,
the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo requires the Government of the Republic of Kosovo to draft a strategic document as a
guiding document for economic development policies.
The National Economic Development Strategy should be initiated in the first quarter of the new Government and should be based on an
analysis of economic potentials and priorities, and among other things it would guide the private sector in making strategic decisions. The
strategic document would serve to avoid the ad-hoc decisions or reactive approach that has characterized institutional decision-making
in the past. In this way, the Government, the Assembly, as well as other non-political and non-governmental stakeholders would be able
to establish control over Kosovo’s economic development, setting specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and time-bound objectives.
The American Chamber strongly believes that priorities such as strengthening the rule of law, addressing issues related to human
capital, strengthening ties with the diaspora, promoting domestic investment and attracting foreign investment, and addressing physical
infrastructure with a focus on energy infrastructure, should necessarily be included in the Strategy, whereas its drafting should be
carried out in close consultation with representatives of the business community, experts and economic institutes, academic institutions,
international development organizations and international financial institutions, as well as representatives of trade unions.
Finally, the American Chamber of Commerce suggests that the strategy drafting process should take into consideration, but not be
limited to factors such as economic and demographic data, Kosovo’s natural resources, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats
and local and global trends, as well as technological developments.

THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE WELCOMES
THE APPROVAL OF THE DRAFT LAW ON THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMERCIAL COURT
Strengthening the rule of law in general and the use of commercial
justice, and in this regard increasing the efficiency in the
implementation of the contract are the precondition of attracting
internal and external investments.
Therefore, the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo,
positively evaluates the approval by the Government of the
Republic of Kosovo, of the Draft Law on the Establishment of the
Commercial Court.
AmCham estimates that such a decision of the Government of
Kosovo will inevitably affect the increase of legal certainty in doing
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business, improving the investment climate, and consequently the
image of Kosovo before foreign investors.
As a response to the proposal of the American Chamber of
Commerce since 2016 for the establishment of a special court
which would effectively and professionally deal with disputes
of a commercial nature, the approval of the Draft Law by the
Government, also contributes to the advancement of the publicprivate dialogue.
Finally, the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo calls upon
the Ministry of Justice to conclude the Functional Review of the
Rule of Law Sector, and in this regard the approval of the country’s
Rule of Law Strategy.
and local and global trends, as well as technological developments.
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AMCHAM CALLS FOR A HIGHER LEGISLATIVE DYNAMIC FOR AN INVESTMENT INDUCTIVE ENVIRONMENT
The continuous reformation of the legal framework in line with private sector recommendations is a prerequisite for an inductive
environment for domestic investments and attractive to foreign investments. The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo urges the
institutions of the Republic of Kosovo to pursue a dynamic legislative agenda, accelerating the drafting and adoption of the legal acts for
the much-needed reforms.
AmCham recalls that due to the lack of political stability of the government in the recent years, a number of important legal acts have
remained pending for adoption by the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo for more than two years, such as the case with tax legislation,
the one under electronic signature, and the establishment of the commercial court.
AmCham also believes that with the purpose of avoiding further deterioration of the negative perception that exists among foreign
investors, a priority reviewing of applications for the status of strategic investor is needed. Foreign direct investments are important for
the establishment of sustainable jobs and accelerated economic growth. Therefore, improvement of the offer, reduction of bureaucratic
procedures, and shortening of processing times of investor inquiries are paramount in promoting the image of Kosovo as a country open
to investors.
The American Chamber of Commerce believes that the country’s legal framework should also reflect the new circumstances following
the outbreak of the COVID19 pandemic, not only to respond properly to the difficulties the private sector is facing but also to address
new global economic trends.
Lastly, the American Chamber of Commerce calls on the Government and the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, to strengthen
dialogue with representatives of the private sector through existing mechanisms, as this provides for the addressing of recommendations
of the private sector, and betterment of the investment climate.

AMCHAM CALLS UPON COMPANIES IN KOSOVO TO AVOID DISCRIMINATORY ACTIONS
The American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo expresses its concerns regarding yesterday’s report of discriminatory treatment on
members of certain community by employees of an economic operator.
AmCham recalls that non-discriminatory treatment is a constitutional obligation for all in Kosovo, whereas inclusive and non-discriminatory
service practices should also be part of the active demonstration of corporate social responsibility values, and as such, should be
respected at all times by all enterprises in Kosovo.
Therefore, the American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo calls on all enterprises in Kosovo to avoid actions that may suggest
discrimination or exclusion from the right of service on any grounds.
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STUDIES
4.2. STUDY ON IMPACT OF PRODUCTION COMPETITIVENESS INDEX 2021
4.3. STUDY ON FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN KOSOVO
4.4. CORRUPTION PERCEPTION STUDY
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FOUNDATION

AMCHAM TOGETHER WITH PRESIDENT JAHJAGA, GIVE PRESENTS TO VISUALLY IMPAIRED CHILDREN IN PEJA
The former President of the Republic of Kosovo, Atifete Jahjaga, and the Executive Director of the American Chamber of Commerce in
Kosovo, Arian Zeka, visited the Resource Center “Xheladin Deda” for Education and Counselling in Peja, to distribute end-of-year gifts
for visually impaired children, attending the Center.
Former President Jahjaga and AmCham Executive Director, Arian Zeka, had the chance to talk to the children, the school staff, the
children’s parents, as well as get to know about the Center’s plans directly from its director.
The children also performed a heartfelt artistic program with poems, songs, and piano recitals for the guests, which they had prepared
themselves, with the help of their teachers.
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A-Z MEMBERS LIST
Abkons
Accounting House
ADA Consulting Group
ADAS Counsel Kosovo LLC
AFAM Group
AGANI Ltd.
Al Trade Center Sh.p.k
Al Trade Holding LLC
Alba Qeramika
Alb-Architect sh.p.k.
Albena Pllana
Aldex Sh.p.k
Allmakes Global Services
Alumil Kosovo SHPK
American Clinic
American Grills
American Hospital Kosova
American School of Kosova (ASK)
Apetit Shpk
Art House LLC
Artmotion
AS Travel Club
ASGETO - Ndermarrja per Qarkullimin e
Barnave
Asseco
AVC
Balkan Foods L.L.C. (Burger King)
Bamex
Banka Ekonomike
Banka Kombetare Tregtare
BDO Kosova
Birra Peja
BOGA & ASSOCIATES
BPB Bank
British American Tobacco Kosovo SH.P.K.
Brovina (Hertz)
Buçaj L.L.C
Business Services LLC
Cacttus Sha
Calabria Sh.P.K
Capital RIA
Casa Italia
Chemonics
Cisco Systems Macedonia Skopje
Coca Cola HBC Kosovo L.L.C
Company 21-RTV 21
Converged Communications
Corpora Sh.p.k
Crimson Capital LLC
Cydeo
Dardan Sejdiu
Delfin LTD
Deloitte
Devolli Corporation
Dexis Consulting Group
DHL EXPRESS
Doleo
Doni Foods
EB Group
Ekohouse LLC
Elba Technology
Elkos Group
Elsa Group Shpk
Emona Sh.p.k
EnelDat Sh.p.k
EPPC Albania and Kosovo
Erblina Prishtina (Prishtina Law)
Ernst & Young Certified Auditors LTD.
Kosovo
EuroKosova Sh.p.k
Eurometal
American Chamber of Commerce in Kosovo

Exclusive Group
FINCA International
Fingermarket
Flexograf
FLUIDI/RC Cola
Fortesa
Forting
Four Points by Sheraton
Front Group
Frutex SHPK
Fundway
GEKOS
Gjirafa Inc
Grant Thornton
H&B Consulting
Hallakate
HC Matkos Group Sharri
HIB Petrol
Hodaj & Partners L.L.C.
Hotel Sirius
Illyria Life
Imperial Tobacco TKS
Indeson wbc
INFORMATIKA Computers L.L.C (Rikont)
Innovation Center of Kosovo
Institute for Science and Technology “INSI”
INTERADRIA LLC
IPKO Telecommunication L.L.C.
ITBM
JTI (Japan Tobacco International)
Kalo & Associates LLC
Kastrati Group
Katana Shooting Range
KEDS
KEP Trust
Keiretsu Forum
Kerveshi & Partners
KFC (KAN shpk)
Kika&Associates
Kivo LLC
Klinika Digjitale
Kolegji AAB
Kolegji Universi
Kolegji Universum
Komtel Project Engineering/General Electric
Kosova Motors
KosovaFoods (Buka)
Kosovo American Education Fund (KAEF)
Kos-Trade
KOSTT
Kutia
Limak Kosovo
LinkPlus
Log Group LLC
M&Sillosi
Mabetex Holding SHA
Made Group Construction SHPK
Management and Development Associates
Medcargo Kosovo LLC
Medruplast
Melita and Partners
Mercurius Consulting SH.P.K.
Meridian Corporation
Meridian Express
Microsoft
Migros Group
MIK MIK
Moneta sh.p.k
Moxico Luma Kosovo Mining
MSS
NewCo Ferronikeli

Nexia KS
NLB Banka
NNE Nartel
Orbico shpk
Patroni Shpk
PBC Group
Pestova
Pharma Leader LLC
Philip Morris Albania Sh.p.k.
Pixels
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Prince Coffee Shops
Prishtina City Center
Prishtina Mall
ProCon Group
ProCredit Bank
Proex
Prosperoware LLC
Proton Cable L.L.C
Public Housing Enterprise J.S.C
Quantech LLC
Raiffeisen Bank
Railtrans
Ramis Ahmetaj
Recura Financials
Regional Development Agency Center
(RDAC)
Rikon
RIT Kosovo (A.U.K)
RPHS Law
RSM Kosovo
Rubik
SACH LLC
Santefarm
SDP Kosovo
SELIMAJ Legal Consulting LLC
Shell
SHIELD BROKERS SH.A.
Shita and Ibrahimaga
SIGAL UNIQA Group Austria
SIGMA
Society of Certified Accountants and
Auditors
Sonnecto - Solutions Connected
SOWI Kosovo LLC
Stone Castle
Sutherland
Swiss Diamond Hotel
Tive
Tafingo LLC
Tashko Pustina Attorneys
TEB Bank
Teknoxgroup Kosovo
TNT Express (KCC)
Tregtia sh.p.k
Trepharm Sh.p.k
UCX Kosovo LLC
Unioni Financiar Prishtinë
VAIU
Vi-Print
Vllesa-Co
World Vision Kosova
Xhad Studio
Zero Pozitive
ZIP Enterprises LLC
ZMP IP LLC
Zombie Soup
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